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The evolution of the EU’s common 
security and defence policy

Though prefigured in the Maastricht Treaty, which established 
the EU in 1991, the security and defence policy as we know it 
today is a creation of the 21st century.  It provides the framework 
in which Member States may organise collective missions and 
operations, involving both civilian and military personnel, in 
a crisis management role outside the EU.  In practice, this has 
included a variety of actions, from peacekeeping in Chad to  
anti-piracy operations off Somalia.  It also includes training the 
forces of partner countries (currently the Central African Republic, 
Mali and Somalia).

In addition, the European Defence Agency attempts to encourage 
the development of the capabilities which are provided by the 
Member States. However, this has so far had limited success: 
the persistence of national procurement policies has resulted in 
much wasteful duplication and a generally inefficient allocation of 
resources.

In the Reflection Paper on the Future of European Defence, 
published by the European Commission in June 2017,  the 
resulting common security and defence policy is summarised 
in rather negative terms as consisting of a number of generally
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small-scale actions, based on ad hoc solidarity and voluntary 
participation between a number of individual Member States.  Hence 
the push for the recent series of reforms which have culminated 
in Permanent Structured Cooperation (PESCO).  These include 
a central headquarters for training missions, a review of funding 
of operations and measures to coordinate capability development.

A new element in the reform process is an active role for the 
Commission itself, mainly through a European Defence Fund, but 
also in the form of a “security union” to respond to the internal 
aspect of the jihadist terrorist threat. The Commission’s reflection 
paper is at pains to emphasise the artificial and limiting nature of 
the conventional distinction between the internal and external 
dimensions of security policy.  

At the same time, it is important to realise what has not changed 
in this programme of reforms. Security and defence is still about 
international crisis management outside the EU, as a subset of the 
broader common foreign and security policy; political authority in 
that context still rests with the Member States. Decision-making 
is intergovernmental, and the scope of EU policy does not include 
collective territorial defence, which remains the prerogative of 
NATO. 

Enter PESCO

On 14 December 2017, the EU launched a new framework  for 
improved cooperation in the field of security and defence.  Ireland 
was among the 25 Member States to sign up for ‘Permanent 
Structured Cooperation’, or PESCO as it is commonly known, 
an arrangement requiring more rigorous collective oversight and 
sustained financial contribution. This agreement reflects the fact 
that defence is now high on the agenda as the EU adapts to a future 
without the United Kingdom as a Member State.

In this policy paper, Patrick Keatinge, Co-Chair of the IIEA’s Security 
and Defence Group and Professor Emeritus at Trinity College Dublin, 
explains the context of PESCO within the EU’s Common Security and 
Defence Policy, and argues that it does not threaten Ireland’s policy of 
military neutrality.
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Why now?

PESCO is the culmination of a package of reforms to the Union’s 
common security and defence policy negotiated since the Brexit 
referendum, which in effect provided a window of opportunity 
for bolstering a policy which had generally been cold-shouldered 
by British governments.  But the momentum behind the change 
predates the referendum result, and is more fundamental than the 
loss of an important Member State.  In 2014 two threats heralded 
an era of harsher geopolitical competition in European security.  
Russia’s annexation of Crimea marked the reemergence of the issue 
of territorial defence, while the sweeping victories of IS in Syria 
and Iraq led to mass migration and widespread acts of jihadist 
terrorism, including in several European states.

The response of the EU and its Member States to the first threat 
took the form of diplomatic and economic leverage, complemented 
by military reassurance and deterrence by the NATO military 
alliance.  The large-scale  resort to ‘hybrid warfare’ (disinformation 
campaigns, covert assistance to insurgents and unattributed cyber 
attacks) proved to be a complicating factor.  The threat of jihadist 
terrorism may seem to be a matter for internal policing, but given 
its international spread it also involves significant military activity 
outside the EU, and puts the onus on international intelligence 
cooperation.  None of this came easily to states which had long 
cashed in the “peace dividend” following the Cold War, and which 
then suffered severe defence cutbacks following the economic crisis 
in 2008.

What about NATO?

The continued existence of NATO after the Cold War, as its 
members’ preferred framework for military cooperation, in effect 
determined the limited scope of  EU security and defence policy.  
The aspiration to a “common defence” (i.e. a mutual defence pact) 
is qualified in Article 42 of the Treaty on European Union, which 
guarantees that the EU’s policy “shall not prejudice the specific 
character of the security and defence policy of certain Member 
States.”  For several Member States, particularly the United 
Kingdom, the development of the EU approach came to be seen 
at best as as an expensive distraction; at worst the EU-NATO 
relationship was assumed to be essentially competitive.

This attitude has become less clear-cut since Russia’s challenge to the 
European security order in 2014, and the Brexit referendum had 
the effect of reducing British opposition to EU reform.  NATO, for 
its part, has recently been unsettled by the incoherent behaviour of 
its leading member, with the continuation of orthodox pieties and 
pragmatic cooperation on the ground being undermined by the 
American President’s mercenary approach to alliances and casual 
disdain for his allies.  

In the midst of this confusion, however, there has been a concerted 
attempt by the EU and NATO to define their common interests 
more closely and to cooperate on a range of specific projects, 
dealing with issues such as hybrid tactics and cyber attacks.  Their 
joint programme agreed in Warsaw in 2016 now suggests an 
institutional relationship marked by complementary rather than 
competing interests.

The prognosis for PESCO: the politics of 
security and defence

The intergovernmental characteristics of policymaking in the area of 
security and defence mean that the effect of the recent reforms will 
depend as much on the free interplay of national interests as on the 
constraints imposed by the Union’s institutions.  Notwithstanding 
the recent activism of the Commission in this area, leadership by 
the larger Member States will be a necessary condition to maintain 
the momentum over the longer term.

It is thus no surprise to find the influence of France and Germany 
behind the reform process. With the departure of the United 
Kingdom, France remains the sole Member State with the 
attributes of a (former) “great power”– a permanent member 
of the UN Security Council, a possessor of nuclear weapons, 
expeditionary capacity and a tradition of strategic thinking.  

Military, economic, political 
and energy-security related 
threats from the East

?

Cyber Attacks Disinformation  
Campaigns
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Germany has none of these things, but shows strong desire 
to cooperate under a European flag rather than revisit former 
geopolitical disasters.  The remarkably inclusive nature of the 
PESCO agreement bears all the marks of this approach, and 
“defence” is a notable feature in both countries’ current rhetoric on 
the future of the EU.

Can this leadership be sustained?  For all the initial solidarity on 
PESCO, there is considerable diversity between the 27 Member 
States on security and defence issues.  They differ in their 
exposure and vulnerability to specific threats, seen most clearly in 
geographical terms,  broadly categorised as “East” and “South” in 
the Reflection Paper.  National perceptions of threat are influenced 
by historical trauma and the vagaries of domestic politics.  And of 
course their overall attitudes to the EU are not confined to security 
issues – migration policy, the development of the euro and the 
question of democratic values are likely to muddy the waters.

What then is the overall prognosis for PESCO?  Potentially, it may 
result in a significantly more effective and efficient EU security 
and defence policy.  But the realisation of that potential is not 
guaranteed.  Successful capability development requires sustained 
commitment over the long term, and operational performance will 
be tested by “events” in a very uncertain environment.

Ireland and PESCO

While all the signatories of PESCO subscribe to a common set 
of rules and a rigorous policy process so far as collective oversight 
and financial contributions are concerned, each Member State’s 
substantive involvement varies according to their capacity and 
interest in specific projects. Initially Ireland is involved in two of 
the original seventeen projects.

The Permanent Defence Forces’ proven experience in peacekeeping 
operations can make a strong contribution to a number of 
these projects (a training mission competence centre, a training 
certification centre and, for humanitarian interventions, a 
“deployable military disaster relief capability package”); involvement 
in a harbour and maritime surveillance and protection project is of 
clear relevance to a maritime state, while the “cyber threats and

 incident response information sharing platform” offers participation 
in the development of an essential element of advanced security 
technology.

Participation in practical and relevant projects looks like a win-
win arrangement for both the EU and national security policies.  
However it is not cost-free, even if projects attract support from 
the Commission’s new European Defence Fund.  Ireland’s national 
defence expenditure is in any case likely to rise, from a very low and 
arguably unsustainable base. 

Critics of Ireland’s involvement in PESCO, and indeed in the EU 
common security and defence policy more generally, are concerned 
that it involves the inevitable incorporation of national forces into a 
“European Army” under a federal political authority, or at the very 
least into a “common defence”, in the form of a mutual defence 
pact.  PESCO is very far from being a European Army, though it is 
true that its most enthusiastic advocates, such as the Commission 
President, Jean-Claude Juncker, see it as a prelude to a common 
defence. 

However, a mature form of PESCO would be a necessary but not 
sufficient condition for a future common defence.  That would 
require further Treaty change and, for Ireland, a referendum. 

PESCO does not alter the fact that the deployment of Irish troops 
outside the state is subject to the Triple-lock (government decision, 
endorsed by the Dáil and under UN authorisation).  It does offer 
the prospect that when they are so deployed, they will benefit from 
the best possible equipment, training and leadership. 

Part of an operation 
endorsed by the United 

Nations General 
Assembly or  

Security Council

Approved by the Irish 
Government

Approved by a vote in 
Dáil Éireann
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The EU’s strategic environment

Military, economic, political 
and energy-security related 
threats from the East

The Types of Threats

Rapid economic and technological changes are creating 
difficulties in how the EU reacts to external threats. There are 
new threats and old threats in new forms.

New Threats

Cyber Attacks Biological Attacks

Old Threats in New Forms

?

Disinformation �
Campaigns

Terrorist Attacks

The EU’s Approach to Security Threats

The EU’s approach to security threats has been a 
blend of “soft” and “hard” power.

Hard Power

Soft Power

Security and Defence Instruments

Diplomacy and Sanctions Development Cooperation and Trade

Ireland’s Triple-lock

Part of an operation 
endorsed by the 
United Nations 

General Assembly 
or Security Council

Approved by the 
Irish Government

Permanent Structured Cooperation (PESCO) - does not alter the 
fact that the deployment of Irish troops abroad is subject to three 
preconditions known as the triple-lock, which requires that any 
such mission must be:

Ireland has been an active participant in EU missions over the 
past 15 years, including:

EUFOR Chad in 2008 EUNAVFOR Med Operation Sophia

Ireland’s Cooperative Involvement

The importance of participation in the EU framework extends 
beyond missions into:

Training Joint Excercises
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Ireland is one of 6 EU nations who are not members of NATO:

Ireland Austria Malta

Sweden Finland Cyprus
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European Medical Command

Network of logistic Hubs in Europe 
and support to Operations

Military Mobility

Energy Operational Function Maritime Autonomous Systems 
for Mine Countermeasures

Harbour & Maritime Surveillance 
and Protection

Cyber Rapid Response Teams and 
Mutual Assistance in Cyber Security

Strategic Command and Control 
(C2) System for CSDP Missions 

and Operations

Armoured Infantry Fighting Vehicle / 
Amphibious Assault Vehicle / 

Light Armoured Vehicle

Indirect Fire Support 

EUFOR Crisis Response 
Operation Core
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EU Training Mission Competence 
Centre

Deployable Military Disaster Relief 
Capability Package

Upgrade of Maritime Surveillance

Cyber Threats and Incident Response
Information Sharing Platform
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Other PESCO projects

PESCO projects including Ireland
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